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H AW K I N S W R I G H T

Fresh interest is being shown in the market for black pellets, both torrefied and steam
exploded. This development has been supported by the emergence of new biomass markets
in Asia and by a maturing of the market in Europe.
In the past, black pellet technologies have struggled to gain a foothold in the market. But
there are now at least seven commercial-scale plants under construction and due to start-up
in 2020-2021. A further eight projects are planned or are seeking permits. This pipeline of
projects amounts to ~2Mt of annual capacity.
To date, matching the limited supply of black pellets with the desired demand from endusers has been a brake on the black pellet industry's development. The new supply, when it
comes, could release this brake.
The developers of black pellet technologies can point to the powerful competitive advantages of their refined biomass fuels. These include - but are not limited to - the logistic cost
savings and the greenhouse gas savings that result from their pellets' greater energy density.
Black pellets are also capable of being stored outdoors.
Developers still face challenges as they seek to carve out a space for themselves in the
biomass market. Nevertheless, there are many opportunities for black pellets too: as a dropin coal replacement in utility-scale power generation; as a substitute for fossil fuels in district
heat and CHP; as an alternative to white pellets over long, complex or costly supply chains,
and as a source of renewable process heat for industry.
This report investigates these challenges and opportunities for biomass fuel suppliers and
utilities, as well as for many the ancillary businesses with exposure to the biomass markets,
including feedstock owners, equipment suppliers, shipping companies and port operators,
financial institutions and other investors.

Who should read this report?
This report will be essential reading for all
companies considering the opportunities in the
black pellet market

Questions answered...
» How big is the black pellet market currently?
» What are the major challenges and
opportunities for the market?
» What are the key differences between
torrefied and steam-exploded pellets?
» Who are the main developers of commercialscale supply projects?
» What technologies are available to potential
suppliers?
» Where are the likely sources of demand?
» What government policies will influence
demand?
» How does the competitiveness of black and
white pellets compare?
» Is there enough black pellet supply to fufil
potential demand?
» Can black pellets help generators lower GHG
emissions compared to white pellets?
» What are the factors that influence the the
supply chain economics of black pellets?
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How to subscribe...
The price of the report is: £3,500 (or the equivalent in US dollars or euros).
To order please complete the online order form at:

www.hawkinswright.com/subscribe
If not paying online, an invoice and payment instructions will be sent to you when
your order is received. Payment may be made by bank transfer or credit card.
If you have any questions about the report, or how to place an order, please phone
or send an email to post@hawkinswright.com or +44 20 8747 5840 and one of our
team will get back to you shortly.

What is included in a subscription...
A subscription to this report comprises:
●

A 53 page report downloadable in PDF format.

●

A printed copy of the report, available on demand

●

A worldwide corporate licence to distribute the report within the subscriber’s
organisation.

●

Subscribers also receive Hawkins Wright's response to any questions that arise
from our research. We welcome the opportunity to exchange views and information with our clients.

●

A presentation meeting with the authors by video conference or face-to-face
in London. (If a face-to-face meeting is held elsewhere, travel and subsistence
expenses may be charged at cost.)

Hawkins Wright's biomass and
bioenergy services
Hawkins Wright publishes a series of multi-client reports
for the bioenergy sector:
» Forest Energy Monitor - a monthly overview of
recent developments and biomass prices
» Outlook for Wood Pellets - a quarterly in-depth
analysis of the wood pellet market
» The global market for PKS - a report on the global
palm kernel shell (PKS) market
» Wood Chips for Energy - a study on the emerging
seaborne wood chip for energy market
» Biomass Demand in Japan and Korea - an updated
assessment of biomass demand in Asia, investigating
recent changes to renewable energy subsidies.
Hawkins Wright also offers a wide range of bespoke
consulting services for the biomass and bioenergy industries.
Our expertise covers the entire biomass supply chain, from
forest resources, to logsitics, pellet production, contracting
and biomass project development.
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